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WE’RE BACK!

After two years of producing virtual awards shows with the Writers Guild West, we are thrilled to return to the Edison Ballroom and to bring our community back together again for this live celebration!

So, let me formally welcome you to the 75th Annual Writers Guild Awards! Throughout our history, through wars, The Blacklist and other political attacks on the arts and even through a pandemic, writers have continued to write and the Writers Guild has continued to honor their work. We are strong!

The Writers Guild Awards are particularly important because this is the only night during awards season which solely focuses on the work of writers—the true foundation of our industry. Tonight is also the only time of the year when writers from all the genres that the Writers Guild of America, East represents—both entertainment and news—get to congregate together in one place and celebrate each other’s talent and accomplishments.

For those of you who have never joined us here before, the Edison Ballroom’s history is also a long and interesting one. It got its start as a music club in the 1930s, featuring the era’s top Swing bands. Then, in the 1990s it briefly became The Supper Club, hosting everyone from Tony Bennett to David Bowie. In the interim, it was the Edison Theatre, home to many Broadway shows, including the infamous nude review, “Oh! Calcutta!,” which once made my parents very uncomfortable.

I’m thrilled that you’re here to celebrate our event, but as someone who has served on the WGAE’s elected Council, I want to urge you to engage with the Guild in other ways too. I encourage you to become involved with the WGAE’s committees and salons as well as its career training sessions, networking activities and organizing campaigns.

My deepest congratulations to all tonight’s winners and nominees. I’d like to give my heartfelt appreciation to our brilliant host and all our presenters. I’d also like to thank my fellow Executive Producer, Shannon Walker, the show’s Head Writer, Ann Cohen, Producer Caroline Waxler and the rest of our great writing team, as well as our Awards Committee and the tireless WGAE staff, particularly Marsha Seeman, Dana Weissman, Omar Shaukat, Mary Ann Lamonica, Jason Gordon and Molly Beer. Also the crew, all tonight’s volunteers, my eternally patient husband Chris and everyone else involved in making tonight’s show possible.

Have fun and be safe!

In Solidarity,

Bonnie Datt
Chair, WGAE Awards Committee
Tonight is about celebrating the craft of writing and the writers guild members who devote themselves to it.

It’s about the power of narrative to entertain and enlighten, to shape the way we think about life and love and politics and everything else.

The Guild knows how to build power to win the best possible collective bargaining agreements for members who write dramas, comedies, and nonfiction – for broadcast and cable and movie theaters and online. We understand the challenges writers face to build sustainable careers doing the work they love.

We gather on the eve of negotiations for a new Minimum Basic Agreement, the foundation on which TV and movie writers’ compensation and benefits and residuals and credits are built. The challenges we face in these negotiations are real. Digital technology has transformed the way content is commissioned and produced and distributed and paid. It is up to us – staff, elected leaders, activists, and rank-and-file members – to fight for an MBA whose terms ensure that the enormous value writers bring to their work is recognized and rewarded.

Making gains at the bargaining table requires smarts – good research, well-crafted bargaining proposals, solid arguments. But it also requires strength. The source of any union’s power is a membership that is informed and engaged, a membership that understands the issues and is willing to take action together. That reality informs all of the negotiations we do at the WGAE, in scripted and unscripted, in news and podcasts and more. And it is the basis of the work we are doing with our sister union the WGAW to win an MBA we can all be proud of. Here’s to a celebration of writers and writing and here’s to the power of our union and its members.

Lowell Peterson
Executive Director
SPIKE LEE
IAN MCLELLAN HUNTER AWARD
Presented by John Turturro
For career achievement in writing

PAUL SIMMS
HERB SARGENT AWARD
Presented by Donald Glover
For excellence in comedy writing and for inspiring others through leadership and mentorship

PENEOLOPE KOECHL
RICHARD B. JABLOW AWARD
Presented by Lisa Takeuchi Cullen
For devoted service to the Guild
MOTION PICTURE NOMINEES

ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY

Everything Everywhere All At Once, Written by Daniel Kwan & Daniel Scheinert; A24

The Fabelmans, Written by Steven Spielberg & Tony Kushner; Universal Pictures

The Menu, Written by Seth Reiss & Will Tracy; Searchlight Pictures

Nope, Written by Jordan Peele; Universal Pictures

Tár, Written by Todd Field; Focus Features

ADAPTED SCREENPLAY

Black Panther: Wakanda Forever, Screenplay by Ryan Coogler & Joe Robert Cole; Based on the Marvel Comics; Walt Disney Studios

Glass Onion: A Knives Out Mystery, Written by Rian Johnson; Netflix

She Said, Screenplay by Rebecca Lenkiewicz, Based on the New York Times Investigation by Jodi Kantor, Megan Twohey and Rebecca Corbett and the Book “She Said” by Jodi Kantor and Megan Twohey; Universal Pictures

DOCUMENTARY SCREENPLAY

2nd Chance, Written by Ramin Bahrani; Showtime Documentary Films

Downfall: The Case Against Boeing, Written by Mark Bailey & Keven McAlister; Netflix

Last Flight Home, Written by Ondi Timoner; MTV Documentary Films

Moonage Daydream, Written by Brett Morgen; Neon

¡Viva Maestro!, Written by Theodore Braun; Greenwich Entertainment

TELEVISION AND NEW MEDIA NOMINEES

DRAMA SERIES

Andor, Written by Dan Gilroy, Tony Gilroy, Stephen Schiff, Beau Willimon; Disney+

Better Call Saul, Written by Ann Cherkeris, Minty Gilligan, Peter Gould, Ariel Levine, Thomas Schnauz, Gordon Smith, Alison Tatlock; AMC

The Crown, Written by Peter Morgan; Netflix

Severance, Written by Chris Black, Andrew Colville, Kari Drake, Dan Erickson, Mark Friedman, Helen Leigh, Anna Ouyang Moench, Amanda Overton; Apple TV+

Yellowjackets, Written by Cameron Brent Johnson, Katherine Kearns, Jonathan Lisco, Ashley Lyle, Bart Nickerson, Liz Phang, Ameni Rozsa, Sarah L. Thompson, Chantelle M. Wells; Showtime

COMEDY SERIES

Abbott Elementary, Written by Quinta Brunson, Ava Coleman, Riley Dufurrena, Justin Halpern, Joya McCreery, Morgan Murphy, Brittani Nichols, Kate Peterman, Brian Rubenstein, Patrick Schumacker, Justin Tan, Jordan Temple, Garrett Werner; ABC

Barry, Written by Emma Barrie, Alec Berg, Duffy Boudreau, Bill Hader, Emily Heller, Nicky Hirschhorn, Jason Kim, Liz Sarnoff; HBO/HBO Max

The Bear, Written by Karen Joseph Adcock, Joanna Calo, Rene Gube, Sofya Levitsky-Weitz, Alex O’Keefe, Catherine Schetina, Christopher Storer; FX Networks

Hacks, Written by Lucia Aniello, Jessica Chaffin, Paul W. Downs, Ariel Karlin, Andrew Law, Joe Mande, Aisha Muharrar, Pat Regan, Samantha Riley, Jen Statsky; HBO/HBO Max

TELEVISION AND NEW MEDIA NOMINEES

NEW SERIES

Abbott Elementary, Written by Quinta Brunson, Ava Coleman, Riley Dufurrena, Justin Halpern, Joya McCreary, Morgan Murphy, Britanni Nichols, Kate Peterman, Brian Rubenstein, Patrick Schumacker, Justin Tan, Jordan Temple, Garrett Werner; ABC

Andor, Written by Dan Gilroy, Tony Gilroy, Stephen Schiff; Disney+

Bad Sisters, Written by Brett Baer, Dave Finkel, Sharon Horgan; Apple TV+

The Bear, Written by Karen Joseph Adcock, Joanna Calo, Rene Gube, Sofya Levitsky-Weitz, Alex O’Keefe, Catherine Schetina, Christopher Storer; FX Networks

Severance, Written by Chris Black, Andrew Colville, Kari Drake, Dan Erickson, Mark Friedman, Helen Leigh, Anna Ouyang Moench, Amanda Overton; Apple TV+

LIMITED SERIES

The Dropout, Written by Hilary Bettis, Liz Hannah, Liz Heldens, Dan LeFranc, Sofya Levitsky-Weitz, Matt Lutsky, Elizabeth Meriwether, Wei-Ning Yu; Hulu

Fleishman Is In Trouble, Written by Taffy Brodesser-Akner, Cindy Chupack, Allison P. Davis, Mike Goldbach, Boo Killebrew; FX Networks

Pam & Tommy, Written by Brooke Baker, Matthew Bass, Theodore Bressman, D.V. DeVincentis, Sarah Gubbins, Robert Siegel; Hulu

The Staircase, Written by Aisha Bhoori, Antonio Campos, Maggie Cohn, Aja Gabel, Emily Kaczmarek, Craig Shilowich, Sebastian Silva; HBO/HBO Max

The White Lotus, Written by Mike White; HBO/HBO Max

MOtion Pictures

Heart of the Matter, Written by Karen Struck; Hallmark Channel

Honor Society, Written by David A. Goodman; Paramount +

Ray Donovan: The Movie, Written by David Hollander & Liev Schreiber; Showtime

Torn Hearts, Written by Rachel Koller Croft; Epix

Weird: The Al Yankovic Story, Written by Al Yankovic & Eric Appel; The Roku Channel

ANIMATION

“Girls Just Shauna Have Fun” (The Simpsons), Written by Jeff Westbrook; Fox

“The Pain Garden” (Tuca & Bertie), Written by Lisa Hanawalt; Adult Swim

“Pixelated and Afraid” (The Simpsons), Written by John Frink; Fox

“Rectify” (Undone), Written by Elijah Aron & Patrick Metcalf; Prime Video

“The Sound of Bleeding Gums” (The Simpsons), Written by Loni Steele Sosthand; Fox

“To Bob, or Not To Bob” (Bob’s Burgers), Written by Lizzie Molyneux-Logelin & Wendy Molyneux; Fox

EPISODIC DRAMA

“A Hard Way to Go” (Ozark), Written by Chris Mundy; Netflix

“The End of Everything” (The Good Fight), Written by Robert King & Michelle King; CBS

“Plan and Execution” (Better Call Saul), Written by Thomas Schnauz; AMC

“The Prick” (Bad Sisters), Teleplay by Sharon Horgan and Dave Finkel & Brett Baer; Apple TV+

“Rock and Hard Place” (Better Call Saul), Written by Gordon Smith; AMC

“The We We Are” (Severance), Written by Dan Erickson; Apple TV+

EPISODIC COMEDY

“The Beginning” (Grace and Frankie), Written by Marta Kauffman & Howard J. Morris; Netflix

“Braciole” (The Bear), Written by Joanna Calo & Christopher Storer; FX Networks

“Foie Gras” (Julia), Written by Daniel Goldfarb & Chris Keyser; HBO/HBO Max

“Private School” (What We Do in the Shadows), Written by Ayo Edebiri & Shana Gohd; FX Networks

“The One, The Only” (Hacks), Written by Lucia Aniello & Paul W. Downs & Jen Statsky; HBO/HBO Max

“Wide Net” (Reservation Dogs), Written by Tazbah Rose Chavez; FX Networks
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TELEVISION AND NEW MEDIA NOMINEES

COMEDY/VARIETY TALK SERIES

Full Frontal with Samantha Bee,
Head Writers: Kristen Bartlett,
Mike Drucker; Supervising Writers:
Joe Grossman, Sahar Rizvi,
Alison Zeidman; Writers: Samantha Bee,
Pat Cassels, Sean Alexander Crespo,
Miles Kahn, Michael Rhoa,
Chris Thompson, Holly Walker

Hell of a Week with Charlamagne Tha God,
Writers: Cynia Barnwell, Josh Lieb,
Charles McBee, Dan McCoy, Lenard McKelvey, Andre D. Thompson

Jimmy Kimmel Live!, Head Writers:
Molly McNearney, Danny Ricker; Writers:
Jamie Abrahams, Rory Albanese, Tony Barbieri, Jonathan Bines, Joelle Boucau,
Bryan Cook, Blaire Erskine, Devin Field,
Gary Greenberg, Josh Halloway, Jerrod Carmichael, Alex English, Jimmy Fowlie,
Mike DiCenzo, Billy Domineau, James Anderson, Rosebud Baker,
Martin Herlihy, John Higgins,
Steve Higgins, Vannessa Jackson,
Erik Kenward, Tesa Kondrat,
Ben Marshall, Lorne Michaels,
Jake Nordwind, Claire O’Kane,
Ceara O’Sullivan, Simon Rich,
Ben Silva, John Solomon, Will Stephen,
Nicolette Nye, Auguste White,
Celeste Yim; Weekend Update Head Writer: Pete Schulz;
Weekend Update Writers: Megan Callahan-Shah,
Dennis McNicholas, Josh Patton,
KC Shornima; Mark Steinbach

COMEDY/VARIETY SKETCH SERIES

Inside Amy Schumer, Writers:
Georgie Aldaco, Rosebud Baker,
Jeremy Beiler, Cazzie David, Tova Diker,
Rachel Feinstein, Derek Gaines,
Jon Glaser, Jaye McBride, Tim Meadows,
Christine Nangle, Brandon Pierce,
Daniel Powell, Tami Sagher,
Yamaneika Saunders, Amy Schumer,
Sascha Seinfeld, Joe Strazzullo,
Syanne Washington, Ron Weiner.

COMEDY/VARIETY – SPECIALS

The National Memorial Day Concert 2022, Written by Kirk Ellis, John Mack;
Special Material Written by Rita Brent; PBS

Saturday Night Live Head Writers:
Michael Che, Alison Gates, Colin Jost,
Streeter Seidell, Kent Sublette; Senior Writer: Bryan Tucker;
Writers: James Anderson, Rosebud Baker, Dan Bulla,
Mike D’Cenzo, Billy Domineau, James Downey,
Alex English, Jimmy Fowlie,
Martin Herlihy, John Higgins,
Steve Higgins, Vannessa Jackson,
Erik Kenward, Tesa Kondrat,
Ben Marshall, Lorne Michaels,
Jake Nordwind, Claire O’Kane,
Ceara O’Sullivan, Simon Rich,
Ben Silva, John Solomon, Will Stephen,
Nicolette Nye, Auguste White,
Celeste Yim; Weekend Update Head Writer: Pete Schulz;
Weekend Update Writers: Megan Callahan-Shah,
Dennis McNicholas, Josh Patton,
KC Shornima; Mark Steinbach

QUIZ AND AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION

Baking It, Writers: Chad Carter,
Neil Casey, Jessica McKenna,
Zach Reino; Peacock

Capital One College Bowl, Head Writer
Harry Friedman Writers Jason Antoniewicz, Alan Bailey, Eli Bauman,
Patricia A. Cotter, Riham El-Ounsi,
Joyce Ikemi, Joe Ortega, Chris Sturgeon; NBC

Jeopardy!, Head Writers Michele Loud,
Billy Wisse Writers Michael Davies,
John Duarte, Mark Goberman,
Debbie Griffin, Robert McClennaghan,
Jim Rhine; ABC

Weakest Link, Head Writer Ann Slichter Writers Chip Dornell,
Joyce Ikemi, Stuart Krasnow,
John Mack, Meggie McFadden, Mona Mira,
Ryan O’Dowd, Veronica Penn-Turner,
Scott Saltzburg, Aaron Solomon,
Doug Shaffer, Grant Taylor; NBC

DAYTIME DRAMA

Days of Our Lives, Head Writer Ron Carlivati Writers Lorraine Broderick,
Jazmen Darnell Brown, Joanna Cohen,
Carolyn Culliton, Richard Culliton,
Cheryl Davis, Kirk Doering,
Christopher Dunn, Jamey Giddens,
David Kreizman, Ryan Quan,
Dave Ryan, Katherine D. Schock; NBC

Mark Kramer, Sofia Manfredi,
John Oliver, Taylor Kay Phillips,
Chrissy Shackelford; HBO/HBO Max

The Problem with Jon Stewart, Head Writer: Kristen Acimovic, Chelsea Devante;
Writers: Henrik Blix, Rob Christensen, Jay Jurdan,
Alexa Loftus, Tocarra Mallard,
Maria Randazzo, Robby Slowik,
Jon Stewart, Kasaun Wilson; Apple TV+

Stephen Colbert Presents Tooning Out The News, Head Writers: Mike Leech,
Zach Smilovitz; Supervising Writers:
Addison Anderson, Bob Powers;
Writers: Sarah Caldwell, Stephen Colbert,
RJ Fried, Julie Greiner, Ron Metellus,
Libby Schreiner, Hannah Wright; Comedy Central

COMEDY/VARIETY – SPECIALS

The National Memorial Day Concert 2022, Written by Kirk Ellis, John Mack;
Special Material Written by Rita Brent; PBS

Saturday Night Live Head Writers:
Michael Che, Alison Gates, Colin Jost,
Streeter Seidell, Kent Sublette; Senior Writer: Bryan Tucker;
Writers: James Anderson, Rosebud Baker, Dan Bulla,
Mike D’Cenzo, Billy Domineau, James Downey,
Alex English, Jimmy Fowlie,
Martin Herlihy, John Higgins,
Steve Higgins, Vannessa Jackson,
Erik Kenward, Tesa Kondrat,
Ben Marshall, Lorne Michaels,
Jake Nordwind, Claire O’Kane,
Ceara O’Sullivan, Simon Rich,
Ben Silva, John Solomon, Will Stephen,
Nicolette Nye, Auguste White,
Celeste Yim; Weekend Update Head Writer: Pete Schulz;
Weekend Update Writers: Megan Callahan-Shah,
Dennis McNicholas, Josh Patton,
KC Shornima; Mark Steinbach; NBC

Baking It, Writers: Chad Carter,
Neil Casey, Jessica McKenna,
Zach Reino; Peacock

Capital One College Bowl, Head Writer
Harry Friedman Writers Jason Antoniewicz, Alan Bailey, Eli Bauman,
Patricia A. Cotter, Riham El-Ounsi,
Joyce Ikemi, Joe Ortega, Chris Sturgeon; NBC

Jeopardy!, Head Writers Michele Loud,
Billy Wisse Writers Michael Davies,
John Duarte, Mark Goberman,
Debbie Griffin, Robert McClennaghan,
Jim Rhine; ABC

Weakest Link, Head Writer Ann Slichter Writers Chip Dornell,
Joyce Ikemi, Stuart Krasnow,
John Mack, Meggie McFadden, Mona Mira,
Ryan O’Dowd, Veronica Penn-Turner,
Scott Saltzburg, Aaron Solomon,
Doug Shaffer, Grant Taylor; NBC

Days of Our Lives, Head Writer Ron Carlivati Writers Lorraine Broderick,
Jazmen Darnell Brown, Joanna Cohen,
Carolyn Culliton, Richard Culliton,
Cheryl Davis, Kirk Doering,
Christopher Dunn, Jamey Giddens,
David Kreizman, Ryan Quan,
Dave Ryan, Katherine D. Schock; NBC
### TELEVISION AND NEW MEDIA NOMINEES

#### CHILDREN'S EPISODIC, LONG FORM AND SPECIALS

- “A Perilous Journey” (*The Mysterious Benedict Society*), Written by Phil Hay, Matt Manfredi; Disney+
- “Thursday” (*Life by Ella*), Written by Vincent Brown; Apple TV+
- “Pilot” (*Amber Brown*), Written by Bonnie Hunt; Apple TV+
- “Prison or Palace” (*Life by Ella*), Written by Hernan Barangan; Apple TV+
- “Test Subject Thirteen” (*Circuit Breakers*), Written by Melody Fox; Apple TV+

#### DOCUMENTARY SCRIPT – OTHER THAN CURRENT EVENTS

- “Episode Two: An American (1775 - 1790)” (*Benjamin Franklin*), Written by Dayton Duncan; PBS
- “Episode One: The Golden Door (Beginnings - 1938)” (*The U.S. and the Holocaust*), Written by Geoffrey C. Ward; PBS
- Lucy and Desi, Written by Mark Monroe; Prime Video
- “Ocean Invaders” (*Nova*), Written by Jeff Boedeker; PBS
- “Pelosi’s Power” (*Frontline*), Written by Michael Kirk & Mike Wiser; PBS
- “Plague at the Golden Gate” (*American Experience*), Written by Susan Kim; PBS

#### DOCUMENTARY SCRIPT – CURRENT EVENTS

- “Episode Two: Resilience” (*Hiding in Plain Sight: Youth Mental Illness*), Written by David Blistein; PBS
- “Inside the Alleged Sexual Assault Cover Up in Charlotte Schools” (*Vice News Tonight*), Written by Arlissa Norman, Carter Sherman, Gilad Thaler; Vice.com
- “Lies, Politics and Democracy” (*Frontline*), Written by Michael Kirk & Mike Wiser; PBS

#### TV NEWS SCRIPT – ANALYSIS, FEATURE, OR COMMENTARY

- “Battle for Ukraine” (20/20), Written by David Muir, Karen Mooney, Dave Bloch; ABC News
- “City of Lions” (60 Minutes), Written by Scott Pelley, Nicole Young, Kristin Steve; CBS News
- “The Green Jacket - Golf’s Ultimate Prize” (*CBS Saturday Morning*), Written by Daniel Elias & Dana Jacobson; CBS News
- “Harvest of War” (60 Minutes), Written by Scott Pelley, Kristin Steve, Nicole Young; CBS News
- “The Longest Running Oil Spill” (60 Minutes), Written by Jon Wertheim and Oriana Zill de Granados; CBS News
- “Targeting Americans” (60 Minutes), Written by Scott Pelley, Oriana Zill de Granados; CBS News

#### TV NEWS SCRIPT – REGULARLY SCHEDULED BULLETIN OR BREAKING REPORT

- “Massacre in Buffalo” (*CBS Weekend News*), Written by J. Craig Wilson & Claudine Cleophat; CBS News
- “Shooting At Robb Elementary” (*World News Tonight with David Muir*), Written by David Muir, Karen Mooney, Dave Bloch; ABC News

#### DIGITAL NEWS

- “America’s Only LGBTQ Historic District Is Falling Apart” Written by Leo Rocha; Vice.com
- “How Oregon’s Prison System Retaliated Against Its Most Effective Jailhouse Lawyer” Written by Jessica Schulberg; HuffPost.com
- “I Spent 72 Depraved Hours Searching for the Gnarliest Dive Bar in Las Vegas” Written by Drew Schwartz; Vice.com
- “The Pivot to Web3 Is Going to Get People Hurt” Written by Maxwell Strachan; Slate.com
- “What’s so scary about a transgender child?” Written by Emily St. James; Vox.com

#### SHORT FORM NEW MEDIA

- Breakwater, Written by Zach Craley; Snapchat
- Carpool Karaoke: The Series, Head Writer: David Young, Writer: Casey Stewart; Apple TV+
- Three Busy Debras, Written by Sandy Honig, Mitra Jouhari, Sarah Sherman, Alyssa Stonoha, Diana Tay, Evan Waite; Adult Swim
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RADIO/AUDIO NOMINEES

RADIO/AUDIO DOCUMENTARY
“Dr. GIFT” (One Year: 1995), Written by Christina Cauterucci; Slate

“Like a Lion With No Teeth” (Crime Show), Written by Emma Courtland & Cat Schuknecht; Gimlet Media

“Making Sense: How Sound Becomes Hearing” (Unexplainable), Written by Noam Hassenfeld; Vox Media Podcast Network

“The Most Famous Poet No One Remembers” (Decoder Ring), Written by Dan Kois; Slate

“No Peace” (Slow Burn: The L.A. Riots), Written by Joel Anderson; Slate

“The Ultimate Field Trip” (One Year: 1986), Written by Evan Chung; Slate “The War in Jennifer Weiss” (Crime Show), Written by Emma Courtland & Mitch Hansen; Gimlet Media

“Newsline - 11am 9/9/22” Written by Philip Pilato; 1010 WINS Radio

“Remembering The Transistor Kid” Written by Thomas Sabella; CBS Radio

“World News This Week - Week of September 9, 2022” Written by Joy Piazza; ABC News Radio

“World News This Year 2021” Written by Robert Hawley; ABC News Radio

RADIO/AUDIO NEWS SCRIPT—ANALYSIS, FEATURE, OR COMMENTARY

“2021 Law and Justice Year End Reports” Written by Robert Hawley; ABC News Radio

“Was the Women’s March Successful?” (The Waves), Written by Christina Cauterucci; Slate

“WCBS Author Talks Summer Reads” Written by Lisa Tschernkowitsch; WCBS Radio

“What I Wish I Knew Before I Started IVF” (The Waves), Written by Cheyna Roth; Slate

“You Will Be Found: The Impact of Dear Evan Hansen” (“Somalia Suffering From Starvation,” Perspective), Written by D.J. Moran; ABC Audio

PROMOTIONAL WRITING NOMINEES

ON-AIR PROMOTION (RADIO OR TELEVISION)

“Amazon Bessemer Campaign: This Time I’m Voting YES; Union Difference; Union YES” Written by Desireena Almoradie, Angad Bhalla, Adrianna Hernandez-Stewart; Facebook

“CBS Celebrates Juneteenth” Written by Justin DiLauro; CBS News
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Timothy Cooper
Dana Gross
Letitia Guillory
Jyotsna Hariharan
JB Holderness
Anna Hotter
Olga Humphrey
Tom Kemnitz Jr.
Susane Lee
Nehemiah Markos
Nicholas Martin-Smith
Kareemah Muhammad
Allan Neuwirth
Valerie Peterson
Tania Rahman
Jeffrey Stolzer
David Velona
Andrea Wang

RADIO/AUDIO NOMINEES

“CBS World News Roundup” Written by Paul Farry and Steve Kathan; CBS Radio

“Hail And Farewell: Saluting 5 Who Made A Difference” Written by Gail Lee; CBS Radio

“2021 Law and Justice Year End Reports” Written by Robert Hawley; ABC News Radio

“Was the Women’s March Successful?” (The Waves), Written by Christina Cauterucci; Slate

“WCBS Author Talks Summer Reads” Written by Lisa Tschernkowitsch; WCBS Radio

“What I Wish I Knew Before I Started IVF” (The Waves), Written by Cheyna Roth; Slate

“You Will Be Found: The Impact of Dear Evan Hansen” (“Somalia Suffering From Starvation,” Perspective), Written by D.J. Moran; ABC Audio

RADIO/AUDIO NEWS SCRIPT—ANALYSIS, FEATURE, OR COMMENTARY

“CBS Celebrates Juneteenth” Written by Justin DiLauro; CBS News
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The 75th Writers Guild Awards
AFTERPARTY
presented by
VISION MEDIA.

The night doesn't end here... it just moves down the street.

10:30pm - 12:30am
open bar

Edison Ballroom
W New York
The Living Room @ the W
7th fl
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FX CONGRATULATES OUR WRITERS GUILD AWARDS NOMINEES

THE BEAR
COMEDY SERIES
NEW SERIES
WRITTEN BY
KAREN JOSEPH ADCOCK
JOANNA CALO
RENE GUBE
SOFYA LEVITSKY-WEITZ
ALEX O’KEEFE
CATHERINE SCHETINA
CHRISTOPHER STORER

Fleishman is in Trouble
LIMITED SERIES
WRITTEN BY
TAFFY BRODESSER-AKNER
CINDY CHUPACK
ALLISON P. DAVIS
MIKE GOLBACH
BOO KILLEBREW

WHAT WE DO IN THE SHADOWS
EPISODIC COMEDY
“BRACIOLE”
WRITTEN BY
JOANNA CALO & CHRISTOPHER STORER

RESERVATION DOGS
EPISODIC COMEDY
“WIDE NET”
WRITTEN BY
TAZBAH ROSE CHAVEZ

EPISODIC COMEDY
“PRIVATE SCHOOL”
WRITTEN BY
AYO EDEBIRI & SHANA GOHD

PAUL SIMMS
RECIPIENT OF THE WGA EAST HERB SARGENT AWARD
FOR COMEDY EXCELLENCE

FX CONGRATULATIONS TO

COMEDY CENTRAL’S HELL OF A WEEK WITH CHARLAMAGNE THA GOD
ON THEIR NOMINATION FOR COMEDY/VARIETY – TALK SERIES

CONGRATULATIONS AND BRAVO TO

PAUL SIMMS
/netflix:

CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR WGA AWARDS NOMINEES

7 WRITERS GUILD AWARDS NOMINATIONS

BAKING IT
QUIZ AND AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION
Head Writer: Harry Friedman
Writers: Jaya Antinucci, Alan Bailey, El Buanan, Patricia A. Cotton, Rhun El-Bruus, Loyd Herms, Amy Omega, Chris Sturgeon

CAPITAL ONE COLLEGE BOWL
QUIZ AND AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION
Head Writer: Harry Friedman
Writers: Jaya Antinucci, Alan Bailey, El Buanan, Patricia A. Cotton, Rhun El-Bruus, Loyd Herms, Amy Omega, Chris Sturgeon

HACKS
COMEDY SERIES
Written by: Lucia Aniello, Jessica Gelfman, Paul W. Downs, Miri Karr, Andrew Lownie, Joe Mandel, Anna Mastroianni, Colleen McGuinness, Samantha Wiley, Jan Starkus

SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE
COMEDY/VARIETY SKETCH SERIES
Head Writers: Michael Che, Colin Jost, Stevan Seide, Ken Seibert
Senior Writers: Bryan Tucker
Weekend Update Head Writer: Pete Docter
Weekend Update Writers: Morgan Coflin-Stah, Dennis McNicholas, Josh Patlar, KC Shamma, Mark Strebick

WEAKEST LINK
QUIZ AND AUDIENCE PARTICIPATION
Head Writer: Alex Reiner
Writers: Chip DeMoss, Joaquin Santos, Stuart Kamenow, Jon Hook, Maggie Mcdonald, Ryan O’Brien, Vanessa Pen-Turner, Scott Scalise, Aaron Solomon, Doug Stuhr, Grant Taylor

EPISODIC COMEDY

THREE CHICHESTER
Written by: Lucia Aniello, Paul W. Downs, Miki Stivelman, Max Feldman

EPISODES
Written by: Anna Mastroianni, Colleen McGuinness, Samantha Wiley, Jan Starkus

LATE NIGHT WITH SETH MEYERS
COMEDY/VARIETY TALK SERIES
Head Writer: Alex Bach
Writing Supervisors: Seth Myers, Mike Schiller
A Iconic Joe Spectra: Director: Joe Stabile
Writers: Jermaine Ashford, Karen Che, Bryan Donaldson, Matt Golden, Mike Gansowski, John Godfrey, Allison Horan, Mike Karonis, John Kuc, Seth Meyers, Ian Megan, Amber Ruffin, Mike Stivelman, Ben Wachtel, Jeff Wright

Thank you to the Writers Guild of America

NBCUniversal
Searchlight Pictures Congratulates

Outstanding Adapted Screenplay
SCREENPLAY BY
Ryan Coogler & Joe Robert Cole
STORY BY
Ryan Coogler
BASED ON THE MARVEL COMICS

BLACK PANTHER
WAKANDA FOREVER

Searchlight Pictures Congratulates

The WALT DISNEY STUDIOS and MARVEL STUDIOS thank the WRITERS GUILD OF AMERICA and we proudly congratulate our nominees

And Wishes To Thank The Writers Guild Awards On The Following Nomination

Original Screenplay
Seth Reiss & Will Tracy

© 2023 MARVEL
Focus Features salutes the Writers Guild of America Awards and proudly congratulates our nominee Todd Field Original Screenplay

Sign up at FocusInsider.com for exclusive access to early screenings, film premieres and more. For more on this film, go to FocusFeaturesGuild2022.com.
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE HONOREES OF THE 75th Annual Writers Guild Awards 2023

Union Plus
STANDING UP FOR UNION MEMBERS & THEIR FAMILIES

Committed to improving the quality of life of working families through dozens of unique products and services.

For details, visit unionplus.org

WE SALUTE THE MEMBERS OF THE WRITERS GUILD OF AMERICA AND PROUDLY CONGRATULATE OUR NOMINEES

THE FABELMANS
OUTSTANDING ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY
Written By
STEVEN SPIELBERG & TONY KUSHNER

NOPE
OUTSTANDING ORIGINAL SCREENPLAY
Written By
JORDAN PEELE

SHE SAID
OUTSTANDING ADAPTED SCREENPLAY
Screenplay By
REBECCA LENKIEWICZ

Based On The New York Times Investigation By
JODI KANTOR, MEGAN TWOHEY AND REBECCA CORBETT

And The Book “She Said” By
JODI KANTOR AND MEGAN TWOHEY

UNIVERSAL
THANK YOU TO ALL 2023 WRITERS GUILD AWARDS HONOREES & NOMINEES

ADAPTED SCREENPLAY
Screenplay by SARAH POLLEY Based upon the book by MIRIAM TOEWS

WOMEN TALKING

KUDOS TO ALL 2023 WRITERS GUILD AWARDS HONOREES & NOMINEES
CONGRATULATIONS to our 2023 WGA AWARDS NOMINEES

HBO ORIGINAL
BARRY
COMEDY SERIES
WRITTEN BY
Emma Barrie
Alec Berg
Duffy Boudreau
Bill Hader
Emily Heller
Nicki Hirschhorn
Jason Kim
Liz Sarnoff

HBO ORIGINAL
Hacks
COMEDY SERIES
WRITTEN BY
Lucia Aniello
Jessica Chaffin
Paul W. Downs
Ariel Karin
Andrew Law
Joe Mande
Aisha Muhammad
Pat Regan
Samantha Riley
Jen Statsky

MAX ORIGINAL
Rothaniel
COMEDY/VARIETY SPECIALS
WRITTEN BY
Jerrod Carmichael

MAX ORIGINAL
Julia
EPISODIC COMEDY
“Foie Gras”
WRITTEN BY
Daniel Goldfarb & Chris Keyser

MAX ORIGINAL
THE WHITE LOTUS
LIMITED SERIES
WRITTEN BY
Mike White

HBO ORIGINAL
LAST WEEK TONIGHT WITH JOHN OLIVER
COMEDY/VARIETY TALK SERIES
SENIOR WRITERS
Daniel O’Brien
Owen Parsons
Charlie Reed
Joanna Rothkopf
Seena Vally
WRITERS
Johnathan Appel
Ali Barthwell
Tim Canell
Liz Hynes
Ryan Ken
Mark Kramer
Sofia Manfredi
John Oliver
Taylor Kay Phillips
Chrissy Shackelford

HBO ORIGINAL
PAUSE WITH SAM JAY
COMEDY/VARIETY SKETCH SERIES
WRITERS
Emmy Blatnick
Ryan Donahue
Megan Galley
Sam Jay
Joyelle Johnson
Langston Kerman
Jak Knight
Teresa Lo
Lucy Ortiz
Lorena Russi

MAX ORIGINAL
THE STAIRCASE
LIMITED SERIES
WRITTEN BY
Aisha Bhoori
Antonio Campos
Maggie Cahn
Aja Gabel
Emily Kaazmerek
Craig Shillowich
Sebastian Silva

Thank you, Writers Guild of America, for your recognition.
BEAUTIFUL VIDEO QUALITY & UNMATCHED SCREENING SECURITY

Don't be forced to choose.
Get a screener platform that can do both.

VISION MEDIA
visionmedia.com

apple tv+
Congratulations the WGA Award Nominees

Severance
Bad Sisters

Carpool Karaoke
The Series

The Problem with Jon Stewart

Life
Amber Brown
Circuit Breakers
The climate crisis is a part of all of our stories now—yet that reality is rarely reflected in television and film.

**Our mission is to make it easy to portray climate change on-screen in entertaining and artful ways.**

We support screenwriters in applying a Climate Lens™ that uncovers how climate change authentically shows up in characters and setting—no matter the topic, tone, story, or genre. The result is rich and relatable content that reflects what it feels like to be alive right now.

- **Explore** our Playbook for Screenwriting in the Age of Climate Change for story inspiration, cheat sheets, character profiles, solutions, and projections of the future.
- **Consult with us** to discover the endless ways climate change can enrich characters and story worlds. We offer a variety of services, including research, worldbuilding, writers’ room visits, script reviews, workshops, connections to experts, and more.

We work with writers, studios, networks, and production companies at any stage of a project to provide customized tools and support to best serve your story.

Learn more at [www.goodenergystories.com](http://www.goodenergystories.com)
Your words say more about your accomplishments than ours ever could.

Congratulations
2023 WGA Awards Nominees

HazMat Media Inc

Congratulations to da man!

Spike Lee
He opened the door for a generation of filmmakers!
There is no one in the industry more deserving!
Rock Chalk!

Kevin Willmott
Sex + Health
You + Us

Thanks for all you do to accurately and sensitively depict sexual and reproductive health issues. Write on!

We want to work with you. Contact Caren Spruch, National Director, Arts & Entertainment Engagement:
caren.spruch@ppfa.org

We SALUTE THE WRITERS GUILD OF AMERICA, EAST AND THIS YEAR’S NOMINEES

FROM YOUR FRIENDS AND COUNSEL AT

SPIVAKLIPTON LLP
ATTORNEYS AT LAW

REPRESENTING UNIONS, EMPLOYEES, AND BENEFIT FUNDS FOR OVER 30 YEARS

1040 AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS, FLOOR 20
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10018
212.765.2100

WWW.SPIVAKLIPTON.COM

The Muslim Public Affairs Council
Hollywood Bureau congratulates all of the honorees.
We’re here to help you create authentic representation in the writers room, on screen, and everywhere in between.

mpachollywoodbureau.com

Let’s Collaborate!
hollywooddirector@mpac.org

withum.com

inspiring creativity

Withum proudly supports the 75th Annual Writers Guild Awards and congratulates all the nominees for setting an outstanding standard in writing.

BRADVO PRINT & MAIL
Full Service Print & Mail House

♦ Flyers / Postcards
♦ Brochures
♦ Posters / Banners
♦ Marketing Material
♦ Envelopes
♦ Business Cards
♦ Letterhead
♦ Booklets / Binders
♦ Carbonless Forms
♦ Variable Printing
♦ Direct Mail Services
♦ Custom Orders

YOUR LEADING UNION PRINTER

Phone: 201.806.3750
job@bravonyc.com
THE 75TH WRITERS GUILD AWARDS